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1 INTRODUCTION

Many people rely on others for support with managing money. Those living with age-related conditions, illness, and temporary or permanent disability may require help with day-to-day tasks like paying bills, withdrawing cash or shopping, and may benefit from assistance with financial decision-making. Minding money has been recognised as a common care-giving task [51]. Support with minding money often involves carers handling financial information and assets belonging to those they help. To accommodate this activity, banks and governments offer formal ways of lawfully granting a third party access to someone else’s financial assets. These include, amongst others, power of attorney of the kind usually called lasting, durable or enduring; and bank arrangements for third party access, which are known as "third party mandates" in the UK.

However, research has shown that people often disregard those formal mechanisms and develop instead informal collaboration practices (e.g. [51, 54]), such as individuals sharing bank cards and PINs with carers, or disclosing Internet banking security credentials to them. These practices are risky: they expose asset owners to financial abuse, and carers to false accusations of financial mismanagement and undue influence [16, 53]. There are several reasons behind these insecure behaviours, one of them being the "lack of fit" [45] between the design of formal third party access mechanisms and day-to-day financial practices. Formal third party access mechanisms like lasting / enduring power of attorney and third party mandates are essentially binary: they grant third parties "full access (...) or no access at all" [54] to financial assets. They lack flexibility and are too blunt an instrument for dealing with everyday financial tasks [16]. The need for flexible, proportionate, practice-sensitive and secure mechanisms for financial third party access has been recognised for
This paper explores new approaches to financial third party access enabled by the technical capabilities of open banking. Open banking allows authorised services to access customers' data held by banks [11], and in doing so it provides new ways of sharing our financial information with others. We specifically examine the potential of open banking for people living with mental health conditions. We focus on mental health because this demographic can draw significant benefits from receiving assistance with money management [6, 32, 34]. The connection between mental health, debt, poverty and financial hardship is well documented (e.g. [18, 22, 30, 41]), although causality in any direction has not been established [30]. The complex relationship between financial and mental wellbeing makes it particularly urgent to develop systems that can support those living with mental health conditions. This group’s needs regarding financial third party access are also different from those derived from disability and age-related conditions. The latter are often permanent or degenerative, coming with expectations of increased support over time. By contrast, impairment connected to poor mental health tends to be intermittent and fluctuating [32], with people requiring varying degrees of support at different times. Help may be also required at short notice, reducing the scope for planning [34]. This makes mental health a challenging context in which to explore financial third party access.

We deployed Toucan, a new tool for financial third party access enabled by the UK Open Banking APIs, with 14 people who self-identified as living with a mental health condition. Toucan, which was developed by a financial technology startup founded by the second author, allowed participants to designate a trusted collaborator who was notified when certain transactions took place in the participant’s bank account. Participants installed and used Toucan on their smartphones for 90 days, while engaging in a diary study that started and ended with a semi-structured interview. In reporting on our deployment and evaluation of Toucan, this paper makes the following contributions to the growing body of work on finance in HCI and CSCW (e.g. [16, 39, 40, 44, 47, 48, 56, 57]): i) it demonstrates how support with minding money can be facilitated through the kind of information sharing enabled by open banking; ii) it suggests a framework for the analysis of financial third party access options based on the interaction between power to transact and information disclosure; and iii) it offers recommendations for the design of new forms of financial third party access, focusing on trusted sharing of financial information and transitioning from designing for financial protection to designing for financial collaboration.

2 RELATED WORK
The notion of “moneywork” [39] has been adopted in HCI to refer to research into “the work of managing everyday financial tasks” [27]. The term “moneywork” was initially coined by the sociologist Sandra Colavecchia, who defined it as the “labour of managing family finances” [9]. The concept has been expanded by the HCI literature to include “the physical and social interactions that users make individually and collectively in order to enable transactions” [27]. The HCI literature on moneywork is still relatively sparse, but growing. Studies have looked into, for instance, the moneywork involved in payment transactions (e.g. [39, 40]); money management practices (e.g. [23, 27]); banking habits (e.g. [3, 16, 44]); household finances (e.g. [47, 57]); and the particularities of managing money when on a low income (e.g. [48, 56]). This paper aims to contribute to this body of research by examining the moneywork involved in financial third party access, an area where the socially situated nature of money [23, 39, 48] manifests itself in a particularly meaningful and obvious way.

2.1 Formal and Informal Financial Third Party Access
Financial third party access refers to the act of granting others access to our financial information and/or assets in order to receive support with money management [6]. This support may involve receiving assistance when making a financial decision or undertaking a financial task (supported decision making); or making decisions on someone else’s behalf if they are unable to do so themselves (substitute decision making) [58]. Several formal mechanisms exist to facilitate financial third party access. These include lasting / enduring power of attorney and banks’ third party mandates. They are called "formal" because they do not violate government law or terms and conditions from a financial service provider.

Literature studying the financial lives of older adults has uncovered that such formal mechanisms are underused in care contexts. A survey of Australian non-professional carers found that only
15.4% of respondents had a lasting / enduring power of attorney in place, and 18.7% had a third party mandate [51]. The majority of responses indicated the use of what the authors called "informal processes" [51]. These included, between others, handing bank cards and PINs to carers, and sharing telephone and Internet banking credentials [51]. Vines et al.’s research with "eighty somethings" [54] in the UK identified similar practices, which the authors connected to earlier life experiences participants had of sharing money within households and local communities [54]. Policy-oriented research in the UK with older adults and people living with mental health conditions has reached similar conclusions [2, 5, 6, 17, 34]: those requiring assistance with money matters often disregard formal third party access instruments and instead deploy "informal workarounds" [17] and "coping mechanisms" [5].

Several such workarounds have been identified in both informal care contexts and residential care settings, but a few of them are especially noteworthy for the risks they entail: the aforementioned sharing of bank cards and PINs, which is used to delegate payment authority and to get access to cash through others [2, 17, 51, 54]; disclosing telephone and Internet banking credentials [17, 51], which allows helpers to set up direct debits and pay bills on someone’s behalf; and the use of joint accounts for financial assistance, through which carers can take over financial responsibilities when needed and control spending [34]. These practices help people retain independence [2], but they also introduce significant risks for both givers and recipients of help [16]. Sharing banking security credentials not only exposes asset owners to fraud and financial abuse: it constitutes a breach of the banks’ terms and conditions, and voids all fraud protections as a result [17, 46, 54]. Carers engaging in these practices are at risk of false accusations of theft, fraud [16] and "undue financial influence" [53]. When they open joint accounts to enable oversight, carers jeopardise their own financial stability by becoming "jointly liable for any spending on the account" [34].

Explanations as to why people adopt these risky workarounds have often focused on accessibility barriers in mainstream banking channels [2, 17, 54]. Research commissioned by UK public institutions has also emphasised the lack of knowledge about formal third party access mechanisms, and the lack of awareness about the consequences of using informal workarounds [4, 5, 17]. Academic literature, however, has reported that people are often aware of the risks they take [44, 46, 54], and has drawn attention instead to the inadequacies of formal third party access mechanisms [16, 54]. These are essentially binary: they grant third parties “full access (...) or no access at all” [54]. They disregard the fact that social money practices are not "all or nothing" [54] and require greater flexibility. Existing formal mechanisms for third party access are too blunt an instrument for dealing with everyday financial tasks [16].

Furthermore, security and HCI literature has uncovered that these "informal workarounds" happen amongst other groups and in non-care contexts. Sharing passwords in general, including those for personal banking, appears to be common. Dharmija and Perrig’s study about image-based authentication found that "people viewed the ability to share passwords with others as a feature. Almost all participants shared their bank PIN with family or friends" [13]. Kaye mentions that spouses “frequently shared bank account details and PIN codes” [24]. This is backed by research on banking habits. In a study carried out in Australia, Singh et al. report that “married and de facto couples share Internet and phone banking passwords because they trust their partner and see all their money as joint, irrespective of the form of the account” [44]. In their research on banking security practices in Saudi Arabian households, Alghamdi et al. uncovered that credential sharing takes place within family circles [3]. Of their 29 participants, 25 shared their cards and PINs with family members. One of their participants described the practice as “a way of supporting each other” and “a kind of solidarity”. Finally, Singh et al. observe that card and PIN sharing also takes place in remote aboriginal communities in Australia, not just due to difficulties accessing banking services in underserved areas, but also because of cultural norms that establish that "money is shared with kin" [44].

This evidence suggests that what have been called “informal” or "coping" workarounds are actually common and widespread, indicating the "lack of fit" [45] between the design of financial services and socio-cultural money practices. Formal third party access mechanisms are too rigid and ill-suited to the socially situated nature of our financial lives, and they do not take into account the cultural and symbolic meanings of money. Aggravating the problem, banking infrastructure lacks the tools, technologies and policies to support more nuanced forms of trusted sharing and access [6]. There is a clear need for flexible, proportionate, practice-sensitive and secure mechanisms
for financial third party access that facilitate and legitimise collaborative financial behaviours, rather than penalising them. However, banks (especially in the UK) have largely ignored the recommendations from academia and advocacy organisations in this matter [2, 5, 6, 16, 37]. For example, AgeUK, a charitable organisation, has been recommending the deployment of carer cards - additional cards in the name of a third party attached to personal current accounts but with separate PINs and withdrawal limits [2] - since at least 2011. However, the first such cards appeared in the UK only in April 2020, as banks sought to improve support for vulnerable populations during the COVID-19 lockdown [38, 49].

2.2 A Different Approach to Financial Third Party Access
The arrival of open banking initiatives, which allow new services access to information held by banks, could provide opportunities for new approaches to financial third party access [5]. Initiated in the European Union by the Second Payment Services Directive (PSD2) [31], the idea of requiring banks to make their data available through application programming interfaces (APIs) has been adopted throughout the world [35]. In the UK, development of the Open Banking APIs started under the auspices of the Competition & Markets Authority (CMA), which wanted to promote competition and innovation in the provision of financial services, enable customers to better compare and assess products, and empower them to securely share their financial data with third parties [11]. The Open Banking APIs allow UK banks to disclose highly sensitive personal financial data in a way that is compliant with data protection regulations and addresses security and fraud risks. 145 companies are currently registered to use the Open Banking APIs in the UK [28]. These companies have enabled numerous new services and novel integrations [19]. One of them is Toucan, a new financial third party access tool that was designed for those living with mental health conditions.

Fig. 1. Financial third party access represented by the axes of information disclosure and delegation of power to transact.

Toucan takes a different approach to financial third party access from the one deployed by the formal and informal mechanisms mentioned so far in this paper. In a report published in 2019, the Money and Mental Health Policy Institute represented financial third party access options as a spectrum that went from delegating total control to providing visibility of information [6]. That single spectrum aggregates 2 different factors that come into play in financial third party access:
the delegation of power to transact, and the disclosure of financial information. A representation of these 2 factors as a set of perpendicular axes, as in Figure 1 above, creates 4 quadrants that can be used to map both formal and informal, hypothetical and existing, mechanisms for financial third party access.

As shown in Figure 1, formal and informal instruments for financial third party access operate across both axes: they disclose most or all financial information to third parties and grant them ample powers to transact. Toucan, however, does not delegate any power to transact, and discloses almost no financial information, enabling in practice a lightweight form of financial oversight. In the next section, we introduce and describe Toucan in detail.

3 INTRODUCING TOUCAN
Toucan is a native mobile application for Android and iOS that allows people to collaborate on money management with someone they know and trust. As opposed to other third party access mechanisms, Toucan enables collaboration exclusively through information sharing: trusted third parties can not access Toucan users’ money, or carry out financial transactions on their behalf. This approach derived from the recognition that many people living with mental health conditions fluctuate between highly functional periods and episodes of impaired capacity. Toucan’s design aims to facilitate support during the latter, while preserving autonomy during the former.

Toucan was developed by a financial technology startup founded by the second author, and used the Open Banking APIs available in the UK to connect to a user’s bank account. Once the bank account connection has been established, users can configure a set of SMS alerts that will be triggered by certain bank account activity. Users can choose to send those alerts only to themselves, or to deliver them also to a trusted third party of their choice. In order to generate the SMS alerts, Toucan checks users’ bank accounts for new activity. Subject to the limitations of the UK Open Banking standard, it can only do so 4 times a day, and not in real time. This, together with the 2-to-3 day clearing time for most payment transactions in UK legacy banking systems, means that there can be significant delays between bank account activity and the corresponding alert delivery.

Toucan offers three different SMS alerts: a balance alert, a daily spending alert and a cash withdrawal alert. The balance alert is triggered whenever the connected bank account balance falls below a certain amount. The daily spending alert is triggered whenever the sum of all outgoing account transactions within a day exceeds a certain amount. The cash withdrawal alert is triggered whenever a cash withdrawal over a certain amount takes place. The choice of alerts was based on the results of an earlier survey, where respondents identified running low on money, unusually high spending, and specific transaction categories such as gambling as the financial events that should be notified to a trusted third party. Toucan provides default amounts for all three alerts, but users can edit them to suit their own financial habits. Toucan users can also choose which of the three alerts they wish to activate.

Once the SMS alerts are configured, Toucan users can designate a trusted third party who will also receive Toucan alerts. In the application, the trusted third party is called an ”ally”. Users can choose which alert types they want to share with their ally. Only one ally can be configured, who can be removed or changed at any time. Users can also skip the ally configuration altogether and use Toucan without a designated ally.

Once added to Toucan, an ally receives an invitation via email that they can accept or reject. If an ally accepts the invitation, they will start receiving an alert whenever one is sent to the Toucan user. Toucan delivers different alerts to users and allies. Alerts sent to users include the alert type, indicating the kind of bank account activity that triggered the alert: low balance, spending or cash withdrawal. Alerts to allies, however, contain no financial details whatsoever: they simply suggest to the ally they should get in touch with the person they support via Toucan. This conservative approach sets Toucan apart from existing financial third party access mechanisms, both formal and informal, since Toucan neither transfers the power to transact to the third party, nor discloses any financial information to them.
Fig. 2. A sample SMS alert for Toucan users (left) and allies (right). The alerts for allies do not disclose any personal financial information.

We evaluated Toucan through a controlled deployment between July and October 2019. In the next section, we explain how this deployment was carried out.

4 STUDY DESIGN
4.1 Participant Recruitment
We deployed the Toucan mobile application for 90 days from July to October 2019 with 14 people who self-identified as living with a mental health condition. The study also engaged with 8 of their chosen allies, for a total of 22 participants.

Participant recruitment was carried out in collaboration with the Money and Mental Health Policy Institute, a charity based in the UK. 14 people were recruited from a sample of 5,000 research volunteers administered by the charity. As part of a survey in April 2019, the Money and Mental Health Policy Institute identified 226 people from their sample who expressed interest in testing the Toucan mobile application. These 226 volunteers were contacted again in May 2019 to share more details about the study and to reconfirm their willingness to trial the application between July and October 2019. 25 people consented to be contacted by the Toucan researchers, 14 of which enrolled in the study.

Participants were not required to disclose any details about their age, mental health condition or employment status as part of the research protocol, but some chose to do so during their interactions with the researchers. 8 participants shared their age, which ranged from 27 to 60 years old; and 12 mentioned a mental health condition, diagnosis or symptom. 4 participants reported being diagnosed with borderline personality disorder, 3 with bipolar disorder, 2 with post-traumatic stress disorder, 1 with schizophrenia and 1 with agoraphobia. In addition, participants disclosed suffering from depression (6), anxiety (4), panic attacks (2), paranoia (2) and psychosis (1). Conditions often coexisted: 7 participants reported more than one of them, and the same number acknowledged some kind of physical ailment. These included osteoarthritis, tinnitus, diabetes, fibromyalgia, chronic fatigue syndrome, irritable bowel syndrome and spinal injury. 2 participants also had a history of addiction to gambling (1) and alcohol (1).

All 14 participants shared their employment status: 5 participants were employed full time; 8 were off work and received social welfare or income protection benefits; and 1 worked part time and received welfare benefits to complement their income. 11 participants had personal experience of debt, either in the past or during the time of the study; and 5 had liaised with debt relief and support services. Debt seemed to derive mostly from credit card and bank account overdraft use. All participants identified a suitable ally: 7 of them chose their partner or spouse, and 5 picked a family member, with only 2 participants selecting someone outside their immediate family circle. Table 1 provides a breakdown of the relationships between participants and their chosen allies.
4.2 Study Design and Data Collection

During the 90 days of the deployment, participants installed and used the Toucan application on their personal smartphones, engaging in a diary study through mobile messaging and paper diaries. The duration of the deployment was chosen to match the 90-day customer consent validity established by the UK Open Banking Standard [29], page 60, therefore avoiding the need for participants to re-consent to the Open Banking connection between Toucan and their bank accounts during the 90 days of the deployment. Participants installed and used the Toucan application.

Table 1. Participants’ profile

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Gender</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Mental health</th>
<th>Physical health</th>
<th>Income</th>
<th>Debt</th>
<th>Debit Support</th>
<th>Ally</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>Borderline Personality Disorder</td>
<td>Rheumatoid Arthritis</td>
<td>Benefits</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Daughter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>Depression, Anxiety</td>
<td>Chronic pain</td>
<td>Benefits</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Daughter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>Depression, Anxiety</td>
<td>Chronic Fatigue Syndrome</td>
<td>Benefits</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Mother</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>Depression, Anxiety</td>
<td>Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder</td>
<td>Benefits</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Daughter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>Schizophrenia</td>
<td>Reecting from surgery</td>
<td>Benefits</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Daughter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>Depression, Anxiety</td>
<td>Fibromyalgia</td>
<td>Benefits</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Partner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>Borderline Personality Disorder</td>
<td>Irritable Bowel Syndrome</td>
<td>Benefits</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Partner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>Depression, Anxiety</td>
<td>Panic attacks</td>
<td>Benefits</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Partner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P9</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>Bipolar Disorder</td>
<td>Chronic Fatigue Syndrome</td>
<td>Benefits</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Partner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P10</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>Depression, Anxiety</td>
<td>Physical condition</td>
<td>Benefits</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Partner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P11</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>Depression, Anxiety</td>
<td>Spinal injury</td>
<td>Benefits</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Partner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P12</td>
<td>F</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>Depression, Anxiety</td>
<td>Unspecified disabling</td>
<td>Benefits</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Partner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P13</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>Bipolar Disorder</td>
<td>Physical condition</td>
<td>Benefits</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Partner</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
£50 Amazon voucher upon completion of the 90-day diary study, and a £50 Amazon voucher upon completion of a closing interview. A further £50 Amazon voucher was offered to Toucan allies willing to volunteer for a closing interview.

The study started with a semi-structured interview with each of the 14 participants who would be using Toucan. During that first interview, participants installed and configured the mobile application. Researchers also enquired about information and communication technology use, financial and banking habits, the alert options offered by Toucan and the chosen ally. 12 of the 14 interviews took place remotely via telephone or video calls, with one opening interview conducted face to face and another one via email upon the participant’s request.

The 90-day diary study commenced immediately after the opening interview. Participants started the diary study between 8th and 25th July 2019, and completed it between 6th and 23rd October 2019. During the 90 days, participants were sent 2 questions per week, on Thursdays and Sundays, through mobile messaging. The Thursday question asked participants whether they had discussed any money-related subjects with their ally during the past week. The Sunday question asked participants to rate from 1 to 5 how positive they felt about money, with 1 being "not at all positive" and 5 being "very positive". Although participants were encouraged to choose an end-to-end encrypted mobile messaging application (WhatsApp) to receive and reply to the diary study questions, three of them preferred to communicate via SMS. One participant requested to be excluded from the mobile messaging altogether and was provided instead with additional writing material in the form of blank postcards, 3 of which were written and returned to the researchers. 2 participants stopped responding to the mobile messages during the diary study period, with 11 of them replying regularly until the completion of the 90 days. A total of 283 mobile communications relevant to the study were received from 13 participants: 111 answers to the Thursday question about money conversations; 141 money positivity ratings; and 31 additional comments.

Participants also received a custom-printed paper diary designed by the researchers. The diary invited participants to reflect on their financial lives and the role the newly-installed Toucan application played in them. It included prompts about mood, personal finances, the role of the ally and the Toucan application. The diary also featured non-directed space where participants could write about any subject they wanted to bring up, and included pouches for storing physical financial artifacts such as receipts, statements and bills. 7 participants used the paper diaries to document their experiences during the trial and posted them back to the researchers. One participant also kept a personal diary during the study and handed it over to the researchers as additional material.

The deployment was concluded with a semi-structured interview. This final interview discussed the study period in terms of wellbeing, mental health and personal finances, the design of the Toucan application, the experience of receiving alerts, the experience of sharing alerts with third parties, and the impact of Toucan use on personal financial habits. All closing interviews were carried out remotely via telephone or video call, except for one which was done via email upon the participant’s request. 13 of the 14 participants who installed the Toucan mobile application agreed to take part in the closing interview, as did 8 of their allies. 4 allies decided to join the closing interview of the participant they had supported, and 4 opted for being interviewed separately. This brings the overall number of interviews for this study to 31 - 14 opening interviews and 17 closing interviews - for a total of 22 participants. Interviews lasted between 27 and 105 minutes, with an average duration of 69 minutes for the opening interviews, and 50 minutes for the closing interviews. Interviews resulted in a total of over 28 hours of audio recorded material.

In addition, we collected usage data from the Toucan application database about alerts and allies. Specifically, the number, type, time stamp and recipient of triggered alerts; changes to the ally configuration; and a partial history of changes to the alerts configuration. The latter required a modification to the database schema that was implemented after the starting date of the study. This prevented us from collecting the full change history. No personal financial data from participants was accessed or used for the purposes of the study.

To identify the source of participants’ quotes within this paper, unique identifiers will be followed by "_opening" for the opening interviews, "_closing" for the closing interviews, "_mobile" for the messages exchanged via WhatsApp / SMS, and "_diary" for the paper diaries. Toucan users are identified by a "P" followed by a number (e.g. P5). Allies are identified by "AP" followed by the
number of the participant they supported and their relationship to them (e.g. AP5:partner indicates P5’s ally).

4.3 Data Analysis
The data collected was processed as follows: interview audio recordings were transcribed verbatim; mobile messages were exported into text files; diaries were scanned and transcribed; and relevant database information was exported into CSV files and then compiled into a master spreadsheet. To support analysis, the Toucan database information was used to produce a visual history for each participant (see Figure 3 for an example). The money positivity ratings were then extracted from the mobile messages and incorporated into each visual history.

We performed thematic analysis [7] on the interview transcripts, mobile messages, diaries and postcards, applying an inductive approach to the coding phase. Coding was carried out by the first and second authors using the Nvivo software application. The process rendered 188 codes that were imported into a web based kanban board to enable remote collaboration between all authors during theme development.

Overall, Toucan was found valuable, having a considerable effect on the nature and quality of money conversations between participants and their allies. These became more frequent, less stigmatised and more oriented towards financial planning and problem solving. Participants also reported feeling more reflective about their spending and their money habits. Beyond Toucan’s impact on our participants’ financial practices, our analysis highlighted the work and diligence involved in making financial collaboration possible, an aspect of third party access that is often neglected but can be particularly valuable for design purposes. In what follows, we identify and describe the main activities, interactions and decisions involved in making Toucan work.

5 MONEYWORK IN FINANCIAL THIRD PARTY ACCESS
Engaging with the formal third party access service provided by Toucan required participants to undertake some additional, and somehow unusual, forms of moneywork. First, participants had to identify a suitable third party for financial collaboration. Then, participants had to communicate to
their chosen third parties what Toucan was and what was required from a financial ally. In order to secure their agreement to engage with the app, participants also had to address any questions and concerns raised by the third parties. Once allies had consented to engage with Toucan, participants had to make decisions regarding what to share with them. Finally, participants and allies also had to establish a collaboration protocol within the framework provided to them by the Toucan functionality. We describe each of these activities in more detail in the sections below.

5.1 Choosing a Suitable Third Party

All participants were able to choose a third party to engage through the Toucan app, apparently without much difficulty. Although all 14 participants picked someone, only 13 configured the ally details in the app. P12 decided she would like someone from her professional care team to play that role. Unfortunately, because they supported her in a professional capacity, they were barred by their employer from communicating with the participant via mobile. That circumstance prevented P12 from setting up her chosen ally in the app. P12 and P13 were the only participants choosing a person outside their immediate family circle as their allies. All other participants picked their partner/spouse (7) or a family member (2 daughters, 2 sisters, 1 mother). All but one participant (P4) kept the chosen ally for the whole trial. P4 switched between her husband and mother until finally settling on the latter.

The apparent ease with which people selected the third party conceals the true extent of the challenges involved. The task of picking a Toucan ally required participants to accept their own need for help, confronted them with the prospect of disclosing intimate information about their mental health and financial circumstances, and involved careful assessment of several relational factors. Participants considered the following when choosing their allies: degree of trust and closeness; "comfort" to discuss difficult subjects; ability to be firm when required; familiarity with the participant’s mental health condition and consequences; degree and nature of prior financial support provided; money-management abilities; and pressures and life responsibilities of potential allies.

5.1.1 Trust and Closeness. Both allies and Toucan users spoke about their relationship in terms of trust and closeness. Trust was considered a baseline or precondition to engage in financial collaboration: "I suppose that I have to be somebody that [P7] trusts and presumably I am or he wouldn’t do this" (AP7:sister_closing).

Several participants also described their relationship in terms of closeness. For some, closeness seemed to have an emotional meaning. AP8 was "really close" (AP8:daughter_closing) to her mother, as were AP10 and her sister; P13 and his ally were "quite close as friends" (P13_closing). For others, such as AP3:husband and P4, closeness referred to kinship ties. In this case, closeness was seen as a way of protecting the privacy of the Toucan user, given the personal and sensitive nature of the subjects at hand:

*I think to be an ally, especially as something as sensitive as their finances, I think you need to be fairly close. (...) I would have to be someone really particularly close, a sibling or a spouse. (...) I am very close to all of my friends, but I wouldn’t necessarily want them to know what is going on with my finances (...) With [P3] and I doing it between us, I suppose it kept it private and kept it amongst ourselves. (AP3:husband_closing)*

This helps explain why participants gravitated towards family members when choosing their allies: they seemed to consider money and mental health as belonging to the private sphere, and wanted to ensure it remained that way.

Closeness was also referred to in a physical sense. Geographic proximity played a role in the ally decision for at least 2 participants. P10 had 2 sisters, and she chose the sister living closer to her to be her ally. Between her 2 daughters, P2 selected the one living with her. Proximity makes allies more accessible, and equips them with valuable contextual knowledge that supports their role as financial collaborators:

*My daughter knows what day I go grocery shopping. She knows if I’m going to be making any big purchases (...) if she knows I’m ill in bed and she is getting an alert to say that I’ve spent over £100, she’d be like: Amazon app, cancel, cancel, cancel. (P8_opening)*
However, closeness by itself was not sufficient: it was necessary to identify the right degree of closeness. AP7:sister, for instance, believed she had been chosen by her brother as his ally because she was one step removed from his immediate family. P7’s wife had been directly impacted by the consequences of his bipolar condition over the years, and because of that “It may be too difficult for her (...) she might get really upset and she might worry more, whereas I can be a bit more objective” (AP7:sister_closing). P11 chose her partner, rather than her parents, for similar reasons:

[my ally] is part of my inner support network when I am really poorly and I didn’t want it to be my mum or dad. [Laughs] (...) Because I think he will be more relaxed about these things. They would maybe be like, oh God what have you done? Panic or whatever. (P11_opening)

It was this search for the appropriate degree of closeness that led P12 away from choosing a family member and into selecting her care providers instead. She “felt more at ease” and “more able to talk” (P12_closing) about money with her professional support than with her family: “I would say don’t pick a family member (...) not a total stranger, but I think someone outside the family maybe more able to kind of help you more and be less judgemental” (P12_closing). The right level of closeness protected allies from emotionally-charged situations, provided them with a certain degree of objectivity, and shielded Toucan users against judgemental reactions, something to which participants gave great importance.

5.1.2 Relationship Depth and Resilience. Participants seemed to have a deep and resilient relationship that manifested in the allies’ ability to discuss sensitive subjects, being firm when required, their knowledge about health conditions and symptoms, and their prior financial support. The quality of the relationship also showed in the Toucan users’ careful consideration of their allies’ personal circumstances and life responsibilities.

Participants brought up the need to discuss difficult subjects with their allies, and many spoke about it in terms of being comfortable with such conversations. For instance, P1 described her relationship with her ally as one “where I’m comfortable talking about money and also my mental health” (P1_closing). For a few participants, a good ally would also be firm when required. P8 was particularly emphatic about this point:

pick someone who can kick your ass when needed (...) You don’t want someone who is going to mollycoddle you and say: oh, it’s going to be okay. You need somebody who is going to say: what the hell are you doing? (P8_closing)

According to our participants, a good ally should also be familiar with their mental health conditions, symptoms and consequences. P7 observed allies “need to really know the person and know, not just what illness they have, but know how the illness affects people” (P7_closing). P10 chose the same person who accompanied her to psychiatric appointments: “[my ally] comes to my psychiatrist meetings and things, so she really understands what’s going on” (P10_opening). Participants also considered financial aspects of the relationship with their allies. Some picked the person they usually turned to when requiring direct financial assistance. 7 participants (P1, P2, P4, P6, P10, P11 and P13) mentioned their allies had lent them money or had paid for things on their behalf. For others, financial support took a different shape. AP7:sister had never lent money to her brother, and supported him through listening and advice instead:

when he talks about his money problems I just listen really, I never offer to help him in any way financially (...) I would rather just give him moral support or practical suggestions and that is all that I have ever done throughout the years. (AP7:sister_closing)

P12 received help for grant and emergency loan applications from the professional care staff she chose for the ally role; and P5 got encouragement to be sensible with money and to pay back his debts. For some participants it was also important to choose someone who was "good with money” (P8_closing). P13 considered his ally "brilliant at budgeting" and recommended others to pick somebody "who is good with their money and manages their finances well" (P13_closing). Finally, our participants took into account the life responsibilities and personal circumstances of their potential allies, and picked those who they believed could take on the role without being overwhelmed. P10 wanted to spare her mother any worries: “I can speak to my mum, but I rather
speak to my sister just so that my mum is not worried. She’s got enough on her plate” (P10_opening). P13 decided not to ask his sister, who already had caring responsibilities towards their father and also struggled with her mental health. P2 didn’t pick her other daughter because “she’s busy working, as well as having a health problem (...) she has plenty on her plate” (P2_opening). From our participants’ point of view, a financial ally must have the time, energy and capacity to support others without it becoming a burden on their own lives.

5.2 Securing Agreement from the Third Party

Once participants had decided who their ally would be, they started the process of onboarding them into the role. The first step was introducing the Toucan application, what it did, and the concept of financial allies.

5.2.1 Introducing and Explaining Toucan. Most participants reached out to their allies before installing the Toucan app. Those who did not speak to their allies before installation (P2 and P12) postponed the ally configuration step at install time to ensure they spoke to their allies first. P6 also skipped the ally configuration step during the installation process. This participant had made her ally aware of the fact she was trialling Toucan before installing the app, but decided she would discuss it in detail only when ready to add him to the application: “I had initially held off setting my ally up during the first weeks of the trial so that I could get a feel for it myself first, which also helped me to explain it better to [my ally] when the time came” (P6_diary).

By the time P6 confronted the task of explaining Toucan to her ally, she already had first-hand experience of the service. Those who did not do this found it difficult to convey what Toucan did. P13 acknowledged that when he first engaged his ally, he "wasn’t quite sure what her involvement would be and what she would be doing” (P13_opening). Other participants (P3, P4, P7, P8 and P10) used the information for allies the researchers provided at the beginning of the study. P10 and her ally took the time to review that information together. To make sure her ally understood the service, P3 went through the app with her ally after installing it:

I sat with [my ally] once you kind of added the information to Toucan. I showed [my ally] what it led to and we were looking at that together (...) I just wanted him to be aware as to what this was all about. (P3_closing)

5.2.2 Addressing Allies’ Concerns. The introduction to Toucan raised questions and concerns for many of the allies. The most common one related to the legitimacy of the application. Since the trial involved connecting the Toucan app to the participants’ main bank account, many allies wanted to make sure Toucan was "kosher" (P5_opening). 6 allies (AP3:husband, AP4:mother, AP5:partner, AP8:daughter, AP12: support_worker and AP13:friend) expressed concerns about Toucan’s legitimacy: “When I first heard about it, when [P3] mentioned it, I suppose my first thoughts were: who are these people and why do they want access to your finances and bank account?” (AP3:husband_closing).

This mirrored participants’ own worries. 8 of them (P1, P2, P5, P6, P7, P9, P11 and P13) brought up security and access to financial data during the interviews. The fact that they were engaging with a research study, and the connection to the Money and Mental Health Policy Institute, helped ease those concerns:

normally I would have reservations about giving people access to my account but because I understand the ethics behind this research then I am happy for that to go ahead (P6_opening).

Participants overcame their allies’ objections by referring to the connection with the Money and Mental Health Policy Institute, and by demonstrating they had done what AP3:husband called "due diligence" (AP3:husband_closing):

I also said to [P5] please go away and do some more research on this company because I have not heard of them. (...) I was actually quite concerned about it initially ... but then obviously he did what he needed to do and he looked at it and he said, actually, you know, it’s fine. Then I relaxed about it. (AP5:partner_closing)

There were some additional questions raised by allies upon being introduced to the Toucan concept. AP5:partner and AP7:sister enquired about data confidentiality and privacy. AP8:daughter
worried about the degree of information disclosure on P8’s financial affairs, and the impact that would have on her privacy:

*just like what it could see and so on and what it would tell me, because as much as I want to help her and stuff, I don’t need to know every single penny my mum spends and even though she’s unwell, she is entitled to that sense of privacy (...) I didn’t want to be told, you know, where every single penny of her money was going.*

(AP8:daughter_closing)

As a young adult put in the position of having to raise difficult subjects with a parent, AP8:daughter was also concerned about the alerts and subsequent money conversations leading to conflict or tense situations: "I was worried it would (...) create a bit of tension with me being like, why are you spending money? And her being like: back off ...” (AP8:daughter_closing). Finally, AP10:sister wondered about the time demands of the role and how they would impact her busy life as a working mother with young children.

5.2.3 Securing Agreement from Third Parties. At that early stage, neither Toucan users nor allies seemed to have a clear view of what the service would mean in practice, how it would impact their money affairs or their existing relationships. AP10:sister told us she “really didn’t understand it at first” (AP10:sister_closing), and AP7:sister that she “wasn’t really sure how it would work” (AP7:sister_closing). In spite of this uncertainty, all allies agreed to take on the role. Allies accepted because they wanted to help - “I was fine with it ... because I was just like, okay, if it helps mum, it helps mum’” (AP8:daughter_closing) -, and because they believed that the Toucan service was a good idea with the potential to bring “real benefit for people that do struggle with finances” (AP5:partner_closing). Only P12’s care support workers refused due to professional restrictions, even though they would have been “happy to do it” (P12_closing).

5.3 Configuring Access

Once participants had secured the agreement of their chosen third party to become their Toucan ally, they were confronted with the need to make decisions about what was appropriate to share with their allies. They faced this issue for the first time during the Toucan installation, which required them to select which of the 3 alerts (spend, balance and cash withdrawal) they would like to share. Table 2 provides a breakdown of what each participant chose to share at the time of installation.

Of the 13 participants who configured an ally during the study, 7 shared all 3 alerts (P2, P3, P6, P7, P8, P10 and P14). Of the remaining 6 participants, 4 decided to keep the balance alert private (P1, P5, P11 and P13); 3 decided to keep the spend alert private (P4, P5 and P9); and 2 decided to keep the cash withdrawal alert private (P4 and P11).

When deciding which alerts to share, P1 took into consideration her financial behaviour when she was unwell. She explained she was prone to “spend online at 3 am when I can’t sleep” (P1_closing), and how she had in the past “bought things without knowing” (P1_opening). Based on those behaviours, she concluded that the spend and cash withdrawal alerts were the ones that could better signal to her ally that she needed support, and shared them with him. In contrast, P1 considered the balance alert a poor indicator of her mental and financial wellbeing, so she decided to keep it private:

*I decided to keep [private] the alerts that let me know that my balance was low as I felt that was something I could deal with on my own. At the time, I really didn’t have a lot of income so I guessed I’d receive those alerts often and that it wasn’t a sign that my mental health had declined.* (P1_closing)
Table 2. Alerts shared with allies at installation time. "Shared" alerts were activated and shared with allies; "not shared" alerts were activated but not shared with allies; "off" alerts were not activated. P12 did not set up an ally.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Spend</th>
<th>Balance</th>
<th>Withdrawal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>Shared</td>
<td>Not shared</td>
<td>Shared</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>Shared</td>
<td>Shared</td>
<td>Shared</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>Shared</td>
<td>Shared</td>
<td>Shared</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>Not shared</td>
<td>Shared</td>
<td>Not shared</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>Not shared</td>
<td>Not shared</td>
<td>Shared</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>Shared</td>
<td>Shared</td>
<td>Shared</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P7</td>
<td>Shared</td>
<td>Shared</td>
<td>Shared</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P8</td>
<td>Shared</td>
<td>Shared</td>
<td>Shared</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P9</td>
<td>Not shared</td>
<td>Shared</td>
<td>Off</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P10</td>
<td>Shared</td>
<td>Shared</td>
<td>Shared</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P11</td>
<td>Not shared</td>
<td>Not shared</td>
<td>Shared</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P12</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P13</td>
<td>Shared</td>
<td>Not shared</td>
<td>Shared</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P14</td>
<td>Shared</td>
<td>Shared</td>
<td>Shared</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

P11 seemed to apply a similar rationale. In her case, the cash withdrawal alert was a poor indicator of financial distress: "I don’t really withdraw cash and I think your bank only lets you take a maximum of £250 or £300 in a day anyway, so if I was poorly, it would be difficult to spend a large sum" (P11_opening). The most reliable signal for P11 was her spending behaviour, so she decided to share the spending alert with her ally.

P9 decided to share only the balance alert. Her motivation was to compensate for her ally’s lack of access to information about their joint bank account. P9’s ally did not like using telephone or online banking, and he no longer received the paper statements he relied on in the past to keep track of the household finances. As a result, P9 felt her ally was being left “in the dark” (P9_opening). She hoped the balance alerts would get her ally more involved in overseeing their common finances. P4 seemed to be more concerned about not divulging certain financial affairs of which her ally was not aware: “I have got credit cards, which my [ally] will kill me (...) She’s going to find out just now isn’t she, with the alarm?” (P4_opening). Given her personal history of debt, and the financial assistance she had received from her ally in the past to recover from it, having credit cards was something P4 was not happy to disclose. She decided to share with her ally only the balance alert, which she set to a negative amount. Since the ally was well aware of P4’s money situation, and often supported her financially when her overdraft was too close to its limit, sharing the balance alert did not reveal any new information to the ally.

A similar privacy-seeking motivation may have been behind P5’s decision to share only the alert that he found irrelevant - the cash withdrawal one:

*my mental health is managed pretty well to be honest. So, if (...) I’d taken £60 out of the cash point. . . there isn’t a time I wouldn’t know I’d done that. (...) For me it’s not really relevant, to be honest, the cash withdrawal [alert]. (P5_opening)*

Still going through a divorce, P5 chose his new partner, who he had recently met, as his ally. He initially decided to share with her an alert he thought was unlikely to provide a reliable indication of financial difficulty. However, as the study progressed, P5 changed his mind about what was appropriate to share with his ally. He shared the spend alert some time in July and, in early August, he stopped sharing the cash withdrawal and spend alerts and started sharing the balance alert instead. As he developed trust in his new partner and Toucan ally, P5 proceeded to share more meaningful alerts.

5.4 Establishing a Collaboration Protocol

Given the lack of clear expectations about what using Toucan would entail in practice, it is perhaps not surprising that participants engaged in little preparation and planning before the alerts started. The researchers recommended participants to agree with their allies in advance a course of action for when an alert was received. This, however, did not happen, or happened only at a very high level. AP8:daughter told us they "agreed that I would (...) bring it up or something, like I would just mention it" (AP8:daughter_closing). P1 explained they didn’t arrange anything specific: "As we are so close whatever he’d do would be right. He’s pretty level headed and knows how best to support me"
At most, pairs agreed on a certain communication channel (e.g. a phone call), or on a question that would be asked. For instance, P1 and her ally decided that "one of the things he’ll do is ask me if I remember making a purchase. I dissociate frequently and have in the past bought things without knowing. Hopefully if I don’t remember I might have a chance to cancel it!" (P1_opening).

With so little prior preparation, the protocol for responding to alerts developed organically and through practice.

5.4.1 Communication Channels and Contact Frequency. Allies understood Toucan alerts as a prompt to get in touch with their counterparts, and each pair did so in their own way. For instance, AP8:daughter always brought it up in conversation, mostly face to face. When away at university, she would call her mother rather than sending a message. When bringing up the subject, she did so in a lighthearted way. She would not broach the subject if her mother “was in a bad mood” (AP8:daughter_closing). AP8 also used contextual cues to start the conversation, for instance if she saw something new at home, or a delivery arrived: “if Amazon turned up, she would be like, there you go, I’ve gotten a text message” (P8_closing). After a while, P8 came to expect her ally to raise the subject within a day or two of receiving a Toucan alert.

AP10:sister also preferred to visit in person, but that was not always possible. If she was at work, she would send a text or contact P10 via Facebook Messenger: ”when my [ally] was at work and she would get an alert, she would text me saying: Is everything okay? I’ve had an alert. Check your bank and I will ring you later” (P10_closing). Some allies, like AP10:sister here and AP4:mother, contacted their counterparts after every alert. Others, like AP3:husband, took a more relaxed approach, and didn’t feel the need to mention every one of them:

I discussed the account with [P3] (...) on the first few occasions. (...) I didn’t go into any great depth. We are pretty close in that respect so I didn’t feel the need to interrogate her every time I got a text message. (AP3:husband_closing)

It was the same with AP6:partner, who would mention the alerts when receiving several of them within a short period of time: “I didn’t talk to her about every single one. (...) It all depends just how many came through” (AP6:partner_closing).

In general, allies who met their counterparts daily or frequently showed a preference for discussing the alerts in person. Those who didn’t meet often resorted mostly to phone calls, with messages used as a way to acknowledge the reception of the alert and quickly confirm there were no major issues. AP6:partner represented this pattern: being on the road most of the week for professional reasons, he would see P6 only on the weekends. That cadence determined how he would react: he would text P6 if he received alerts at the beginning of the week, but would wait until the weekend to discuss them in person if he received the alerts towards the end of the week.

5.4.2 Reacting to Allies’ Responses. Toucan users adjusted the app configuration and adapted their behaviour in response to their allies’ reactions and their interactions with them after alerts were triggered. For example, P6 increased her spending alert threshold to avoid unnecessarily worrying her ally: “I ended up increasing the daily spend allowance alert to minimise the frequency of the alerts. It was beginning to sort of worry him a bit” (P6_closing). She also started to anticipate the triggering of alerts, and proactively let her ally know when one was likely to arrive:

he gets the alerts and when he is not with me at the time, it sort of starts making him worry until he can speak to me later that day (...) it got to the point, sort of part way through, where I was saying: I’ve just paid this, I’m expecting a Toucan alert. [Laughs]
And we did get it. [Laughs] (P6_closing)

P7 and P8 adopted a similar behaviour. P8 started to notify her ally about her big purchases before an alert was triggered: "Whenever my mum bought (...) big things, like she recently redid her bedroom and she bought a wardrobe. She told me about that kind of thing in advance” (AP8:daughter_closing). P7 told us how “a few times I’d phone [my ally] and tell her that she was going to get some [alerts], in case she was getting browned off with them (...) or think there was problems developing” (P7_closing).

In that process, P7 would share information about his financial affairs with the person he trusted. These participants moved from reacting to Toucan alerts to proactively sharing details of their money lives with those close to them.

5.5 Negotiating Information Disclosure with Allies

Participants discussed at length the consequences of Toucan’s non-disclosure of financial information.
Toucan sent different messages to users and allies. While user alerts specified the type of financial event that triggered the message (low balance, spending or cash withdrawal), ally alerts always showed the same generic text, which simply suggested getting in touch with their counterpart without revealing any financial details. Toucan users and their allies were torn between the privacy and control this non-disclosure afforded to application users, and the vulnerabilities it caused for allies.

5.5.1 The Impact of Non-Disclosure. In general, Toucan users seemed determined to remain in control of their money, and rejected any form of support or assistance that was perceived as too overbearing. Toucan’s lack of financial information disclosure aligned with this desire to retain control, and was well received. P9 thought this approach protected her privacy and contributed to her security. For P1 and P11, it preserved their “autonomy” (P11_opening), and meant they could keep control over their finances: “I like that even though my ally is made aware of my spending, they don’t know the amount etc, so I still have control over my finances and stuff is still kept private” (P1_closing).

Many of the allies we spoke to were also satisfied with Toucan’s non-disclosure approach. They felt it protected the privacy and dignity of their loved ones, and shielded them from intruding into their counterparts’ affairs. For AP8:daughter, Toucan non-committal alerts meant she “was invading less”, and that her mother ”didn’t feel like she had to be held accountable” (AP8:daughter_closing). AP4:mother and AP5:partner thought that what Toucan said was ”sufficient” (AP4:mother_closing) and didn’t ”need any more detail” (AP5:partner_closing).

Although Toucan’s non-disclosure approach had significant advantages, some allies believed it negatively impacted their ability to support their counterparts. Since they knew nothing about the circumstances that had triggered the alerts, it was difficult for them to assess what would be an appropriate reaction:

I’m not completely sure what triggers them, what happens at Toucan’s end for that message to go out. (...) I’m not sure if I’m supposed to run around the house with arms waving or not [laughs]. (AP3:husband_closing)

The lack of detail also generated some anxiety, since after receiving an alert allies did not know whether there was cause for concern or it simply had been triggered by routine spending:

I was getting texts, I could be getting 5 texts and they could all be bills, but because I don’t know that, I’m thinking: oh no, what money is going out on what? You don’t know if it is something to worry about or not. (AP6:partner_closing)

Toucan’s non-disclosure approach also meant allies could be easily deceived. AP7:sister, P7 and P8 observed that alert configurations could be changed in order to avoid triggering alerts:

it would be easy to kind of up everything to an excess without everyone else knowing. (...) I personally didn’t do it, but it’s easy to manipulate the app when you’re the only person in control of it and that’s the one thing that I do feel strongly about. (...) and if you’re then changing round the numbers without [allies] knowing then they don’t know ... they’re not fully aware of what is going on. (P8_closing)

Allies may not be told the whole truth, as AP7:sister observed:

it didn’t give me any indication if it was really something to worry about or not. I had to rely on [P7] telling me that, which is fair enough but he might have not told me the truth, because he maybe might not want me to know if he was having problems. (AP7:sister_closing)

AP8:daughter actually believed her counterpart had lied to her at some point: “I am aware that people lie and I know sometimes [P8] lied” (AP8:daughter_closing). She brought it up in conversation: “[AP8] has pointed out to me: you could lie to me at any point and there is nothing to tell me that” (P8_closing). Perhaps as a result of discussing this subject with their allies, P7, P8 and P13 expressed a willingness to share more information with them, albeit always subject to their explicit consent:
"I would be more than happy to authorise [my ally] knowing more specifics with regards to where the money had been spent or how much I’d spent" (P13_closing).

5.5.2 Striking a Balance Between Autonomy and Support. Participants believed there was a need to strike a balance between preserving privacy, keeping control and enabling the allies in their supporting role:

should they give you more? I don’t know. (...) you’re not going to let me know what [P7] is spending his money on. That’s somebody’s own business and it’s their privacy. So it is getting that balance between expecting someone’s privacy but also giving me enough information to think, wait a minute now, this is ringing alarm bells. (AP7:sister_closing)

When making suggestions as to how that balance could be achieved, Toucan users listed information they would be willing to disclose, while allies preferred indicators of severity. Regarding information disclosure, P7 suggested showing allies the type of alert, and therefore the kind of event that had triggered the message. P8 proposed using thresholds, rather than exact amounts. She would also be willing to provide transaction breakdowns in order to encourage more detailed conversations:

if you spent over £60 in one day, they’d get a kind of break down. There were 5 transactions resulting in this and it would be like (...) What was on there that you thought you needed? Why did you feel the need? I think it would be more about the conversation and helping them to speak more. (P8_closing)

P13 considered the type of expense and merchant a particularly meaningful piece of information for allies:

I think I would have been happy for [my ally] to know how much I had spent, what the actual sum was and possibly whereabouts (...) what kind of shop or organisation it has been with (...) she would know that I was spending (...) on essential items and that I hadn’t, you know, I wasn’t wasting £50 in some shop on rubbish. (P13_closing)

Regarding the indicators of severity preferred by the allies, AP3:husband suggested wording the messages differently for routine transactions and for events that could signify trouble. AP7:sister proposed classifying the alerts based on severity:

maybe like a green, amber and red warning system. Like this is just a bit of expenditure, we’re just letting you know. Or there has been quite a lot of expenditure. Or this is quite serious because it is actually a huge amount. That might be quite useful actually so that you get an indication of the severity or the seriousness of the expenditure. (AP7:sister_closing).

Finally, P7 and P8 proposed solutions based on expanding the remit of the relationship to include the app configuration process. At a minimum, Toucan users may agree to seek consent from their allies in order to make changes to their alerts:

if you could lock them in. If you could unlock them maybe with the approval of your ally, (...) if it was an ally that knew the situation, they knew how your illness affects you, like my sister does me, you know it might be beneficial in certain circumstances. (P7_closing)

P8 went further and suggested that the app configuration should be a collaborative process. Allies and their counterparts would discuss and agree on which alerts to activate and the rules that would trigger them. The app configuration would then be locked for a certain period of time, and changes could only be made if authorised by both parties. Authorisation could be ratified by requiring both user and ally to enter a password:

I think it would be a bit better if the ally had the thing where they had to sit down, make a plan and then it is passworded by both. From the start you’re told that it can’t be changed until both are in agreement. (...) I think it should be a two-people process
setting up the limits, etc. (P8_closing)

P8 made a point of clarifying that the app should not affect the ability to transact, but would simply disclose information as per the agreement reached between the parties during the configuration process:

You could have it that they can set it up for 2 weeks. Until you get kind of a flavour of what is going on. Then at that point you decide what is reasonable and what is not. You are not saying that no, they can’t spend the money. You are just saying that if they are having, I don’t know, 6 alerts within 2 hours on a Friday evening that’s not a good thing. (P8_closing)

For P7 and P8, the key to strike the right balance between privacy and support was further empowering the parties to collaborate on their own terms.

6 DISCUSSION

Using Toucan involved a set of activities that can be seen as various instances of moneywork. These included selecting a suitable third party, securing their agreement to engage with the service, configuring access, establishing a protocol for financial collaboration, and negotiating the tradeoffs between privacy and information disclosure. Our findings highlighted the great degree of consideration and effort from our participants in how they configured Toucan to suit their changing needs and the needs of their ally. The complexity of this moneywork is somewhat obscured by the relative simplicity of Toucan and, on an initial look, the apparent ease by which the participants initially identified their allies and engaged with the application. The understanding of such activities has been largely ignored in the design of third party access mechanisms, rendering them somehow “invisible” [26]. This invisibility may reflect the power relationships currently embedded in the design of third party access mechanisms - including Toucan - which position those who use them as vulnerable by virtue of their needing assistance. Recognising the true importance and complexity of fundamental tasks like selecting a suitable third party, together with supporting them accordingly, may be the first step towards mechanisms for third party access that establish a more equal relationship between all involved.

Like Perry and Ferreira, while acknowledging the "limits to which generalisations can be made” [39] from specific cases like the one presented in this paper, we postulate that the moneywork activities involved in the use of Toucan do “capture valuable aspects” [39] of financial collaboration. As such, the practices described may extend to some degree to other forms of financial third party access. In the following discussion sections, we make a case for designing such services with a focus on moneywork, providing design recommendations in the process.

6.1 Designing for Trusted Sharing of Financial Data

Toucan users had to approach their chosen third parties to secure their agreement to engage with the service. In order to do so, they had to be capable of explaining what Toucan did, and what was expected from financial allies. They were also required to provide satisfactory answers to the questions posed by the third parties, the most prevalent ones being about the security and trustworthiness of the service. This confronts us directly with one of the main challenges faced by open banking initiatives: overcoming users’ privacy concerns in order to drive adoption.

Open banking initiatives will have to contend with the social norms and expectations about information flows in the context of financial services. Open banking fundamentally disrupts one of the main “entrenched norms” [36] in this domain: that we and our banks shall carefully guard and not disclose personal financial data. In their study of personal information sharing across finance and health, Singh and Cassar Bartolo observed that minimising risk in the financial domain involved “withholding information” [43], and that sharing was limited to spouses and partners. The risk derived from privacy breaches was perceived as high, since it could lead to money loss [43]. As Nissenbaum warns, violating the social norms of information flow for a certain context, as open banking initiatives seem to do, often results in “protest and complaint” [36].

The UK Open Banking initiative’s approach to privacy protection and information flow seems inappropriate to tackle this challenge. It currently relies on informed consent, and appears to take inspiration from what Crabtree and Mortier call the "dataware model” [12]. Both concepts are problematic. According to Nissenbaum, informed consent offers privacy on a "take it or leave it"
The dataware model “seeks to federate disparate sources” [12] of personal data and to build digital infrastructure that enables people to exercise control over such data. It involves 3 types of interacting entities: “the user, by or about whom data is created; the data sources, which generate and collate data; and the data processors, which wish to make use of the user’s data” [12]. This structure is clearly at play in the UK Open Banking initiative, where bank customers (the user) authorise third party services (data processors) to access information held about them by banks (data sources). Crabtree and Mortier observe that the dataware model lacks accountability, legibility and intelligibility [12]. It tells users nothing about how the data will be processed, which inferences will be drawn from it or how it will be combined with other data. Without this information, users cannot understand the implications of the data-sharing decisions they make and the permissions they grant [12].

The disruption of the social norms around information flows, in combination with a flawed privacy model, poses a sizable challenge to the uptake and success of any services relying on open banking. This in turn threatens innovation in financial third party access. Services enabled by open banking initiatives should treat the regulatory privacy framework as a baseline, and consider deploying their own privacy initiatives. In this unfamiliar context, Nissenbaum recommends to start with “ends, purposes and values” [36], using those as a guideline to develop personal information management and flow rules. Coles-Kemp and Kani-Zabih [10] suggest the development of tools that enable services and their users to establish a dialogue about privacy.

6.2 Designing for Appropriable Financial Third Party Access

We have presented the moneywork involved in using Toucan as a sequence of activities but, in practice, interaction outcomes and application use built upon each other and continuously adapted based on the context, behaviours and responses of our participants. Allies switched between communication channels depending on their circumstances when an alert arrived; Toucan users changed the alerts they shared as their confidence in their allies grew; they modified alert thresholds to achieve what they perceived as the right volume of messages based on their allies’ prior reactions; and started notifying allies in advance that an alert would be coming to save them unnecessary worry and anxiety. Toucan activities were situated: they depended in essential ways upon the specific circumstances in which they took place [50]. In order to fully enact this “situatedness” [14], participants had to appropriate the Toucan app. Participants’ moneywork was shaped by the technology, but participants also shaped the technology through use by configuring it for their specific needs and developing workarounds to overcome its limitations [8]. For example, participants started to warn their allies in advance of expected alerts in order to overcome the inability to stop routine payments from triggering messages. This reshaping of technology through use has been referred to as “appropriation” [8], and it is in this sense that we employ the term in this paper.

Much has been written in CSCW and HCI on how to design for appropriation (e.g. [14, 15, 21]), and some of the qualities of “appropriable systems” [15] can be observed in Toucan. For example, alerts acquired different meanings depending on each users’ own financial behaviours, so the system allowed interpretation [14]. Toucan also provided infrastructure for sharing financial information with a third party without imposing a specific workflow, supporting rather than controlling users [14]. The choice of SMS for alert delivery may have contributed to Toucan’s appropriability as well. According to Höök, potentiality for appropriation resides in the technologies available to us [21], and SMS has been noted elsewhere as an example of a technology that is highly approiprable [42]. Although scarcely used for financial service delivery in the Global North, SMS is an almost pervasive, and cost effective, technology, which made it a good medium for the delivery of Toucan alerts.

When compared to Toucan, existing formal third party access mechanisms leave little room for appropriation. For example, the access permissions in third-party mandates are tightly defined by the banks: they are non-negotiable, and users have no choice but to accept them as they come. New forms of financial third party access should embrace the principle of user appropriation. They should acknowledge the situated nature of financial third party access activities, and create systems that leave space for interpretation, support users rather than enforcing specific workflows, and
deploy appropriable technologies. At the same time, designers must remain aware of the potential for introducing risk. Alternative third party access practices demonstrate how PINs and Internet banking credentials can be highly appropriable, albeit in a way that can lead to great financial harm. Possibilities for appropriation must establish certain boundaries in order to strike a balance between security and flexibility.

6.3 From Designing for Protection to Designing for Collaboration

Seeking balance between security and flexibility, Toucan established strict constraints in terms of what information could be shared with allies, while opening up other areas of the interaction. While Toucan users cannot change the content of the alerts delivered to third parties, they can decide which alerts to share with their allies, and modify those at any time and with little effort. They can also choose not to share any alerts at all, and are free to pick a different ally at any point. This flexibility gives Toucan users a high degree of autonomy, and offers a stark contrast to the rigidity of other formal mechanisms. New forms of third party access should explore more flexible approaches to access configuration, while preserving appropriate levels of security. Flexibility enables all parties involved to experiment with the relationship and develop trust progressively [55]. It may also reduce the risks involved in financial collaboration by allowing access to be swiftly revoked if trust is betrayed. Possible design strategies for secure flexibility in financial third party access include limiting its scope and duration, as proposed by Dunphy et al. [16]; and disclosing only information - without any power to transact - as exemplified by Toucan.

However, flexibility should not happen to the detriment of, or cause disadvantage to, any of those involved in financial third party access. When discussing assistance in the management of older adults’ financial assets, Tilse et al. observed that third party access policies have so far focused on protecting asset owners from financial abuse [52]. This emphasis on protection precludes consideration of how to preserve the autonomy of asset owners, and encourage their participation in financial decision-making [52]. In response to this challenge, HCI literature has proposed designing for control. Singh et al. suggested users of financial services should be given ample control over their personal information [46], including the ability to share it with others [43]. Dunphy et al. conceived their Helper Card to ensure that asset owners “are empowered to be in control of their resources” [16]. Toucan was, in many ways, guided by the same idea of designing for control, and deployed flexibility for this purpose. However, during the study we observed how concentrating flexibility and control of information on the Toucan user generated power imbalances between the two parties to the relationship, leaving allies vulnerable to manipulation, lies and anxiety. The experiences of our participants foregrounded the importance of designing for financial collaboration instead. Designing for protection and designing for control establish an unequal relationship between the parties involved in financial third party access. The former tends to prioritise substitute decision making and therefore empowers the third party; while the latter tends to prioritise autonomy and therefore empowers the asset owner. Designing for collaboration aims to establish an equal relationship between the parties involved in financial third party access, one where control is shared and negotiated. When the purpose is to enable support in the management of personal finances, flexibility and control of personal information should be accompanied by mechanisms that encourage the negotiation and formalisation of collaboration protocols that have been agreed by all parties to an egalitarian relationship. New forms of financial third party access should consider moving beyond designing for protection and designing for control, and prioritise instead designing for meaningful financial collaboration. Flexibility should be put at the service of this collaborative purpose.

6.4 The Potential of Information Disclosure

Figure 1 mapped formal and informal mechanisms for financial third party access based on the 2 axes of information disclosure and power to transact. In that map, the top right quadrant contains the most invasive options that delegate ample powers to transact and disclose most or all financial details to the third party. These include lasting power of attorney and banks’ third party mandates between the formal mechanisms, and the sharing of Internet banking credentials between the informal ones. The bottom right quadrant contains options that delegate limited power to transact and disclose some to little financial information, such as the sharing of bank cards and PINs, and carer cards. The top left quadrant contains mechanisms with a high degree of information disclosure, but that do not delegate any power to transact. For instance, read-only access to someone else’s Internet banking. Finally, the bottom left quadrant includes mechanisms like the Toucan app, which disclose little or no financial information, and do not delegate any power to transact.
Disaggregating the 2 factors of financial third party access in this manner may contribute to a more exhaustive examination of the domain, helping us identify new design opportunities. For instance, the map in figure 1 reveals that little attention has so far been paid to information disclosure only options, i.e. mechanisms that do not delegate any power to transact but support asset owners by enabling oversight and advice through information sharing. Research by the Money and Mental Health Policy Institute reported many participants being “enthusiastic” about this approach, which would allow someone “to watch over their account, without decision-making power” [6]. In spite of this evidence, there has been little experimentation with information disclosure-only strategies. Advocacy organisations in the US and the UK have recommended banks should offer read-only access to Internet banking for a third party [20, 33]. Work on accommodating shared identities in digital accounts suggests some of the ways such read-only access could be provided. Online services today assume each account will only be used by one person. This creates barriers for information sharing. To move beyond this paradigm and overcome its limitations, Adams and Williams [1] proposed 4 new types of digital accounts: several, shared, subordinate and nominees. In shared accounts all members have access to information, but other actions require permission from, or are only available to, certain members. Such a digital account would accommodate read-only access for designated third parties, while restricting power to transact to the account owner. Control over which information can be seen by read-only members would also be desirable [6, 44], and Toucan users made suggestions as to what they would like to share. For example, amount spent over a certain period of time such as a day or a week, transaction lists, and merchants or merchant categories where expenses took place. Access to more abstracted information, as proposed by the Toucan allies, could also be considered. For instance, by setting thresholds for high, medium or low spending; or by providing spending trends over time without displaying any amounts or transaction details.

Until recently, the only organisations in a position to put into practice these recommendations were banks. The arrival of open banking initiatives, first in Europe through the Payment Services Directive 2 (PSD2), then across the world [35], has substantially transformed this landscape. People’s financial data is becoming accessible to authorised services through APIs, creating new possibilities for third party access. In the UK, financial technology startups using open banking capabilities have mostly perpetuated the mainstream focus on the “individual level” [48], providing functionality for data aggregation, personal budgeting, financial planning, savings and automated investment advice. All these applications put emphasis not just on the individual, but also on sharing our financial data exclusively with service providers. This individualistic and entrepreneurial perspective misses the fact that open banking also introduces the possibility of sharing our financial data with each other, and with those in our “circle of care” [43]. In doing so, open banking may create new opportunities for secure, flexible, proportionate and practice-sensitive forms of third party access that, moving beyond protection and control, enable meaningful financial collaboration.

7 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have explored the moneywork involved in granting others access to our finances in order to enable support with money management. We have demonstrated, through the Toucan example, how the opening up of banking data to external services can contribute to the development of new financial third party access mechanisms. We have shown the value of designing those mechanisms with a focus on moneywork, and emphasised the importance of moving beyond protection and control in order to enable meaningful financial collaboration. Financial third party access services face the difficult task of striking a balance between autonomy and protection [25]. Designers can contribute to this challenge by deploying practice-sensitive approaches that start from people’s situated actions.
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